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The ‘Pathways’ TKN - research sites
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Diverse, locally-defined sustainability challenges



Network Design: Learning across 
disciplines, cultures and contexts 

• Broad use of ‘pathways’ approach (Leach et al 
2010) with flexible application in different sites

• ‘Baseline’ understanding of emergent ‘T-labs’ 
idea and experimentation around this

• Transformation Labs across hubs – rationale 
behind chosen methodology reflects different 
theories of change and socio-political contexts
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Prospective PIPA network maps from ‘Pathways’ TKN hubs
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Agency Network Analysis (ANA)

Promoting spaces for social-ecological transformation: 
The Transformation-lab in Xochimilco social-ecological system
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Gaps and redundancy



We have experimented with ‘T-labs’ as a way of working with knowledge partners to 
do this, and have used the work in the various hubs of the ‘Pathways’ TKN to 
develop the STEPS Centre’s ‘Methods and Methodologies’ portal:
https://steps-centre.org/methods/



Gurugram (Gurgaon) City—Water & Waste Water



Gurgaon Water Forum
• Transect walks

• Citizen’s Ground Report: Water logging in Gurugram Report Oct 2016 to 
June 2017; Water quality monitoring by citizens

• Water harvesting methods promoted—techniques taught to workers

• Restoration of water bodies—community, GIS mapping exercises and 
hydrologists engaged in working towards this

• Community Media to document and disseminate citizens’ experience 
and GWF messages—Gurgaon Ki Awaaz Community Radio Gurgaon FM/ 
Paani Ki Kahaani (The Story of Water - A Dying Drying Gurgaon)

• Citizen’s Forum called upon by municipal body to assist with flood 
mitigation.
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcAB0ETKLZ_ZoqFq3ElXVng


Regime in Background and Path in Focus: 
Transformative Space Making

• Wide mobilisation of Citizens and Expertise around the problem space

• Recognition of contestations and attempts to privilege those lower in the power 
hierarchies— citizens vs official approaches; working class vs elite framings; gender 
dimensions; urban-periurban-rural priorities; industrial vs agricultural needs 

• Recognition of diverse socioecological contexts and therefore diverse socio-technological 
interventions within the city

• Enhancing capacities of citizens to implement the sustainable socio-technological 
interventions requires info & motivation, skill building & value-addition to existing 
ecological conditions and livelihoods

• Enhancing the motivation and capacity of working people to intervene in the activities of 
water management

• Sensitising the elite in the forum to issues from the perspective of the working class

• Wider regime issues such as of neoliberal capitalist development and their paths are 
beyond the ambit but questions do emerge.
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Innovations and ‘impact’



Theoretical/ practical contributions 
T-labs and transformative spaces



Three 
approaches:

structural

systemic

enabling



To do list…

• Final workshop (8-10 October) hosted by the 
African Centre for Technology Studies, Nairobi

• 100s of pages of process documentation – surveys, 
T-lab design documents and reports… short-term 
publications & long-term archive

• Final survey (end of project – March 2019)

• New projects involving some partners are ongoing –
continuing to seek funds to enable ongoing sharing 
across the entire network


